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Abstract: Monitoring plant phenology is one of the means of detecting the response of vegetation to
changing environmental conditions. One approach for the study of vegetation phenology from local to
global scales is to apply satellite-based indices. We investigated the potential of phenological metrics
from moderate resolution remotely sensed data to monitor the altitudinal variations in phenological
phases of European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.). Phenological metrics were derived from the NDVI
annual trajectories fitted with double sigmoid logistic function. Validation of the satellite-derived
phenological metrics was necessary, thus the multiple-year ground observations of phenological
phases from twelve beech stands along the altitudinal gradient were employed. In five stands, the
validation process was supported with annual (in 2011) phenological observations of the undergrowth
and understory vegetation, measurements of the leaf area index (LAI), and with laboratory spectral
analyses of forest components reflecting the red and near-infrared radiation. Non-significant
differences between the satellite-derived phenological metrics and the in situ observed phenological
phases of the beginning of leaf onset (LO_10); end of leaf onset (LO_100); and 80% leaf coloring (LC_80)
were detected. Next, the altitude dependent variations of the phenological metrics were investigated
in all beech-dominated pixels over the area between latitudes 47◦44′ N and 49◦37′ N, and longitudes
16◦50′ E and 22◦34′ E (Slovakia, Central Europe). In all cases, this large-scale regression revealed
non-linear relationships. Since spring phenological metrics showed strong dependence on altitude,
only a weak relationship was detected between autumn phenological metric and altitude. The effect
of altitude was evaluated through differences in local climatic conditions, especially temperature
and precipitation. We used normal values from the last 30 years to evaluate the altitude-conditioned
differences in the growing season length in 12 study stands. The approach presented in this paper
contributes to a more explicit understanding of satellite data-based beech phenology along the
altitudinal gradient, and will be useful for determining the optimal distribution range of European
beech under changing climate conditions.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has placed high importance on the
gathering and interpretation of phenology observations to improve understanding of the ecological
impacts of climate change [1]. Trends in the timing of plant development can have major impacts
on plant productivity, competition between plant species, and interactions with heterotrophic
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organisms [2]. These have prompted further species-specific studies for inclusion in biodiversity
and ecosystem adaptation assessments [3]. Forest ecosystems where the phenology variability can
be observed along the broad temperature gradient associated with the large altitudinal gradient
are particularly vulnerable to global warming. The consequences can already be observed on the
altitudinal range of species [4].

This study focused on the phenology of European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), whose spatial
distribution covers most of the continent of Europe. With regard to the ecological amplitude of
European beech, we can assume that forests growing at low altitudes will suffer from drought [5].
Although beech is resistant to fairly low winter temperatures, it is sensitive to late frosts, which limit its
occurrence at lower altitudes where the cold air can accumulate [6]. Beech can either adapt to extreme
conditions via their phenotype plasticity through shifts in the timing of phenological phases or migrate
to altitudes with milder climate forcing.

Understanding the links between shifts in phenological phases and climatic variability and
changes from a local to global scale requires more detailed in situ observations that underpin the
remote sensing data. Remote sensing and optical technologies, as well as spectral analyses, bring new
dimensions to phenological monitoring, while validation still plays a key role in the successful
implementation of satellite data-based phenological metrics. Previously, considerable effort has
been spent on satellite data processing [4,7,8], finding the best indicator of the changing green leaf
area [4,9–11], and the best fitting procedures [8,12,13]. Timing of the phenological phases of forest
ecosystems from remote sensing data is commonly based on the seasonal trajectories of the vegetation
indices of single pixels. The limits of matching the in situ observed phenological phases to the
phenological derived from different fitting procedures and data sources were revealed [9,14,15].
The effect of the background of forests was less investigated. In the vertical structure of forest
ecosystems, there are several components which, similar to the canopy leaves, reflect a considerable
amount of radiation in the spectra usually used in the calculations of vegetation indices. The effect
of these components is significant, especially in the period before and during canopy greening,
the same as during and after leaf fall [16,17]. The mixture of species in deciduous forests differing
in phenological behavior makes it difficult to understand the link between satellite information and
ground phenology, and it is not easy to clearly extract the phenological response of a single species [2].
Therefore, the utilization of more detailed phenological scales could bring better consistence between
the satellite based phenological metrics and ground phenological observations [18,19]. Coupling the
field measurements and reflectance data on the species-specific level studys, along with one dominant
species, is suitable for analysis in moderate to small spatial resolution of satellite data.

The aim of the current study was to investigate the potential of phenological metrics from
moderate resolution remotely sensed data to monitor the phenological phases of beech-dominated
stands and to estimate the impact of the altitude on the timing of the phenological phases. This study
was based on the 250 m Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data time series
acquired over the area of the Western Carpathians during the years 2000–2012. Under laboratory
conditions, we quantified the spectral reflectance of forest components that could participate in the
overall beech-stand reflectance, and calculated their normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
(NDVILAB). This was helpful in the reconstruction of satellite-derived NDVI (NDVIMOD) seasonal
trajectories and in choosing suitable phenological metrics for pairing with in situ observed phenological
phases. A good match between the remote sensing and ground phenological data was the supposition
to large-scale analyses of the impact of the altitude-associated environmental conditions on the
beech phenology.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Stands and In Situ Phenological Observations

The study area was located at latitudes between 47◦44′ N and 49◦37′ N and at longitudes between
16◦50′ E and 22◦34′ E in Slovakia (Central Europe). For this region, a beech mask was created in
three steps:

1. The representation of beech in a 250 × 250 m pixel (corresponding to MO09GQ resolution) was
derived from the classification of the tree species composition in Slovakia [20] from Landsat
satellite images in 30 m spatial resolution using the ArcGIS Aggregate function. The pixels with
presence of beech 60% and higher were included in the mask.

2. In order to eliminate a possible tree classification error from Landsat, the Forestry Information
System database was used. Here, the actual data of tree species composition are available for
each forest compartment (generally, compartment area varies from 1 to 15 ha). The presence of
beech from the database was assigned to the pixels selected in the first step. Pixels with beech
60% and higher remained in the beech mask.

3. Due to the possible contamination of DN values with non-forest land cover classes (meadows,
fields, water areas, etc.), pixels at the edges of the forest were removed from the derived
beech mask.

The created beech mask of Slovakia was composed of 16,025 beech-dominated pixels (Figure 1),
where the presence of European beech trees was 60% and higher. These beech-dominated pixels were
located at altitudes from 156 to 1331 m above sea level (a.s.l.), with the dominant incidence in the
altitudinal range between 400–600 m a.s.l. where 66% of all beech pixels were located.
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The locations of the study stands with in situ phenological observations are marked with red crosses.

To assess the ability of phenological metrics to capture interannual variability in spring and
autumn phenology, we used a 12 beech stands from the beech mask where the phenological
observations had been realized. The stands covered three main climatic areas—warm, moderate,
and cold—in an altitudinal range from 304 to 1051 m a.s.l. This allowed us to track phenology in
different altitude-dependent climate conditions (Table 1).
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Table 1. The basic characteristics of beech study stands.

Stand
Number Identifier Altitude Aspect Presence of

Beech (%)
Climatic
Region

Climate Normal (1981–2010)

T 7 (◦C) P 8 (mm)

1 ZS 304 NW 60 W7 1 10.1 675
2 MY 457 W 65 M3 2 9 729
3 U1 490 W 85 M6 3 8.6 691
4 U5 512 N 70 M3 8.3 700
5 U2 522 W 65 M6 8.3 700
6 ZV 566 SW 65 M6 8 745
7 KC 570 SW 90 M3 8.1 644
8 MU 579 N 100 M7 4 7.9 689
9 U4 607 E 100 M6 7.8 760

10 U3 615 W 65 M6 7.8 760
11 CS 1003 N 90 C1 5 5.2 857
12 PO 1051 SE 80 C2 6 5.7 863

1 Warm, moderate moist with mild winters, 2 Moderate warm, moderate moist, upland to highland, 3 Moderate
warm, moist, highland, 4 Moderate warm, very moist, highland, 5 Moderate cold, 6 Cold mountain, 7 Temperature,
8 Precipitation.

The phenological data of 7 beech-dominated stands were adopted from the phenological
network of Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute (SHMI). We focused on the period 2000–2012, which
corresponds to the availability of MODIS data (from the year 2000). The ground measurements
we used here consist of visual observations of phenological phases performed always by the same
observer, on 10 selected trees from the main canopy. The group of observed beech trees was situated
in the 6.25 ha beech-dominated pixel. The main phenological phases observed in all of the study
stands are presented in Table 2 and are also marked by the international BBCH codes [21]. BBCH
codes are commonly used for observations in the International Phenological Gardens (IPG) [22]; in
the monitoring of plant species reactions to climate changes [23] and environmental changes in urban
areas [24]; and in creation of phenological calendars [25], etc.

Table 2. Definition of the phenological phases observed in all study stands.

Phenological Phase BBCH Codes Definition

Beginning of Bud Bursting (BB_10) BBCH07 When bud scales opened and green top of leaf was sticking out
Beginning of Leaf Onset (LO_10) BBCH11 When 10% of leaves have final shape, but not final size and color
General Leaf Onset (LO_50) BBCH13 When 50% of leaves have final shape, but not final size and color
Beginning of Leaf Coloring (LC_10) - When 10% of leaves changed their color from green to yellow, red or brown
General Leaf Coloring (LC_50) BBCH94 When 50% of leaves changed their color from green to yellow, red or brown
Beginning of Leaf Fall (LF_10) BBCH93 When 10% of leaves fell down from trees to the ground
End of Leaf Fall (LF_100) BBCH97 When 100% of leaves fell down from trees to the ground

In the five stands, U1–U5, located within the area of the University Forest Enterprise of the
Technical University in Zvolen, the phenological observations were performed in two years—2011 and
2012. Here, we employed intensive field observations specifically designed to monitor the vegetation
phenology from the ground, through the undergrowth, to the canopy, and record the changes in the
canopy structure on hemispherical photographs in 2011. Photographs were taken seven times in each
stand: 3–4 May (day of the year–DOY 123), 12–13 May (DOY 133), 19 Jun (DOY 170), 10–11 August
(DOY 222), 28–29 September (DOY 272), 17–18 October (DOY 290), and 15–21 November (DOY 319),
and the leaf area index (LAI) was calculated as a structural characteristic of the beech canopies. The LAI
values over the season were used to investigate the responsiveness of NDVI to the structural changes
in the canopies. The details of the LAI calculations were published in our previous study that aimed
at comparing different methods of leaf area index calculation [26]. Cover of ground vegetation was
observed visually as a percentage on five square sample plots in each beech stand U1–U5. The distance
between the sample plots was 50 m and the area of a single plot was 100 m2. The estimated percentage
cover was rounded to 5%.
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In the U1–U5 stands, the same phenological scale as in the seven SHMI stands was used,
but extra was noted every 10% of the developmental stage of each phenological phase. We also
captured the phenological phase final leaf onset, when all leaves had their final shape, size, and color.
The phenological phases of the under-growing beech trees in these stands were evaluated by the same
methodology as on the canopy trees.

2.2. Validation Supporting Laboratory Spectral Analyses

When analyzing beech-dominated stands from the 250 m MODIS pixel, several forest components
participated with their reflectance on the single pixel NDVIMOD. Therefore, simultaneously with
the in situ observations in stands U1–U5, individual samples of fresh and fallen beech leaves, fresh
green undergrowth and understory vegetation (spring heliophytes), and beech bark were collected
in 2011. At first, the samples of fallen beech leaves were collected at the time before the beginning of
the phenological activity (DOY97). On DOY110, samples of two spring heliophytes dominating in the
stands were collected: coral-root (Cardamine bulbifera L.) and dog’s mercury (Mercurialis perennis L.).
The samples of fresh beech leaves were gathered twice during the season. The leaf collection time was
subjected to a specific phenological phase of beech: the end of leaf onset (DOY127), and final leaf onset
(DOY159). The samples of beech bark were cut from two parts of the currently harvested trees: from
the stems and branches (DOY159).

All samples collected in the field were placed in closed plastic bags and transported to the
laboratory for measurements not later than two hours to minimize the wilting. Under laboratory
conditions, the spectral reflectance was measured with a Li-1800 spectroradiometer with an integrating
sphere 1800-12 equipped with a light source (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA). The measured wavelength
range covered the red and near-infrared band. The measurements of each sample were repeated three
times and the values were averaged. The NDVILAB was calculated from the reflectance in the red
(RED: 620–670 nm) and the infrared spectra (IRED: 841–876 nm):

NDVI =
IRED− RED
IRED + RED

(1)

The cover and visibility of forest components through the canopies were considered when
evaluating their participation on the satellite-derived NDVI.

2.3. Deriving MODIS NDVI Phenological Metrics

In this study, the satellite data from a MODIS spectroradiometer, MOD09 and MYD09 products
(Collection 5) were used. The images of the MOD09/MYD09 products represent the spectral reflectance
of the Earth in a spatial resolution of 250 m (MOD09GQ and MYD09GQ product) and 500 m
(MOD09GA, MYD09GA) with radiometric and atmospheric corrections at a daily time step [27].
This product contains the spectral channels needed for NDVI calculations at a 250 m resolution,
the red channel (RED: 620–670 nm), and the infrared channel (IRED: 841–876 nm). We used the
MOD/MYD09GQ products because of the spatial resolution and the necessity to capture vegetation
dynamics on a daily level, despite the potentially adverse effect of anisotropic reflectance of the
vegetation [28]. Our choice was supported by the findings of Franch et al. [29] that the effect of surface
anisotropy in the red and infrared band of MODIS data barely influenced NDVI estimation, obtaining
an RMS of around 1%. The value of the spectral reflectance of each pixel is partly influenced by the
spectral properties of adjacent pixels [30]. Therefore, pixels on the boundary between the forest stands
and other land cover classes were excluded from the analyses.

Furthermore, we focused on the elimination of the images and pixels affected by clouds and
cloud shadows, as well as the impact of image distortions. All MODIS images covering the territory
of Slovakia were reviewed at the NASA archive from 2000 to 2012, and their quality was visually
assessed. Only cloudless or partly cloudy imagery were utilized for the analyses. Another criterion
for the selection of appropriate images was the satellite position in relation to Slovakia during data
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collection. Since the MODIS tracks are stable with 16-day repetitions, we could identify that there
were six images in the in-nadir position related to Slovakia; four images in close-to-nadir position, and
six images in the off-nadir position. Off-nadir images were completely excluded from the download.
Thus, we reduced the potential effect of anisotropic reflectance and achieved a spatial resolution close
to 250 m. In addition to the visual inspection of image quality, we analyzed the 1 km Reflectance Data
State QA layer present in the MOD09GA/MYD09GA products. The dataset enabled us to check the
quality of the recorded reflectance at the pixel level. The data qualities of the individual pixels are
encoded as the values of individual bits in a 16-bit integer. Based on the data from the quality dataset,
we selected pixels with the following bit values: 8, 72, 76, 136, 140, 200, and 8200. Other pixel values
were replaced by 0.

Reflectance values (DN values) of the selected pixels underwent a final quality analysis.
The arithmetic mean of the DN values and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for each day
of an image selected from the database. A pixel was included in the analysis if its value ranged within
x ± 2 SD. The pixels outside this range were assigned a bit value of 0.

The MODIS data from the DOY 1 to 80 were excluded from the analyses. At that time,
no phenological activity of any vegetation in the beech stands was recorded and there was a high
probability of signal contamination by snow cover. Over the examined 13-year period, after applying
the rules for image and pixel selection, we collected a folder of 433 images from Terra and Aqua
satellites. A detailed description of the procedure of selecting MODIS data for fitting the model is
described in [31].

The time series of the NDVI derived from the satellite data reflect the seasonal changes in the
amount of the green leaf biomass. European beech is a species with one annual growing season. To fit
the seasonal phenological model from the NDVI time series for the single beech-dominated pixels,
we applied the sigmoid logistic function [9]. This model estimated the phenological phases as a function
of day of year (DOY). To determine the transition dates of the phenological phases–phenological
metrics, inflection points of the first derivative and local minima and maxima of the second derivative
of the function were calculated. Six key phenological metrics were derived, three in the spring (S1, S2,
S3) and autumn periods (A1, A2, A3), respectively (Figure 2). Phenological metrics were characterized
as follow:

• S1—the acceleration of leafing in forest stand.
• S2—the leafing in forest stand reaches the half-maximum.
• S3—the deceleration of leafing in forest stand.
• A1—the acceleration of leaf coloring in forest stand.
• A2—the leaf coloring in forest stand reaches the half-maximum.
• A3—the deceleration of leaf coloring in forest stand.

First, the phenological metrics for the study stands were derived to validate their applicability
in phenological monitoring. The phenological metrics obtained from NDVIMOD fits were compared
against in situ observed phenological phases. The statistics used here were from the paired sample t-test.
With the t-test, the significance of differences between the in situ observed phenological phases and
satellite data-based phenological metrics was tested. The t-statistic was compared to the critical value
Tα(n − 1). The RMSE was used to evaluate the average prediction uncertainty relative to the in situ
observations. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated to quantify the relationship between
the onset days derived by the two above-mentioned methods. The strength of the correlation values
was described according to the guide suggested for the absolute value of r [32]: very weak—0.00–0.19;
weak—0.20–0.39; moderate—0.40–0.59; strong—0.60–0.79; very strong—0.80–1.0.

Second, after the successful validation process, the sigmoid logistic function was fitted for all
beech-dominated pixels from the beech mask of Slovakia, and the phenological metrics were derived.
Phenological metrics from all of these pixels were used in the large-scale altitudinal study.
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Figure 2. Graphical illustration of NDVIMOD seasonal profile fitted by a sigmoid logistic function with
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period, respectively). NDVI, normalized difference vegetation index. DOY, day of year.

2.4. Altitudinal Study

As previous studies have indicated, the timing of the onset of phenological phases depends on
temperature [33–36], light [37,38], rainfall and humidity [5], stand characteristics, and on the internal
plant periodicity [39]. Other factors include the stand location [40], altitude [4,41–43] latitude [44], and
oceanic or continental climate [9]. In the mild climate, temperature is the most significant limiting
factor affecting a variety of physiological and biochemical processes in plants [39]. The air temperature
decreases with increasing altitude; in the troposphere it decreases by about 0.65 ◦C per 100 m of
altitude increase (average lapse rate) [45]. The next significant meteorological element is atmospheric
rainfall. Under the conditions of Central Europe, it can generally increase by 50–60 mm per 100 m of
altitude increase and depends on the geographical location, altitude, and exposure to wind bringing
moist air masses and frontal systems [46]. The Climate Normals (1981–2010)—normal temperature
and normal precipitation corresponding to the study stands—are included in Table 1.

The altitudinal study was performed at two scales: the stand scale and a large scale. Validated
phenological markers S2, S3, A2, and the growing season length (GSL) (GSLi = A2i − S2i) were
analyzed as multi-year averages. First, the regression analyses were used to test the onset days’
variations of phenological metrics and GSL in relation to altitude (days 100 m−1), normal temperature
(days ◦C−1), and normal precipitation at the level of the twelve study stands. Second, the impact of
altitude on the onset of phenological metrics and GSL derived for all beech-dominated stands from the
above-mentioned beech mask in the large-scale altitudinal study was investigated.

3. Results

3.1. What Is Hidden behind the NDVI Value of Beech-Dominated Stands?

In the laboratory, we analyzed the spectral reflectance of beech leaves fallen in the previous
growing season which covered the ground in beech stands before the beginning of the growing
season. The NDVILAB of the fallen leaves was lower than the satellite data-based NDVIMOD (Table 3).
This suggested the presence of other forest components enhancing NDVIMOD at this time. Analyses
revealed that a bark from beech trees reflected the considerable amount of the red and near infrared
radiation (Figure 3a). It was interesting to find the differences between the NDVILAB sampled from
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the bark of the branches and NDVILAB of the bark from the stems (Table 3). These parts of trees
are visible for satellites through the canopies up to the end of leaf onset (LO_100). The spectral
analyses of the collected samples of green leaves revealed that the NDVILAB of the leaves from the
under-growing beech trees was lower than the NDVILAB of the beech leaves from the canopy (Table 3).
The spectral reflectance of these leaves differ in the red spectra (Figure 3a). Next, at the time of LO_100,
the NDVILAB of the canopy beech leaves was lower than the NDVILAB at the time of final leaf onset
(Table 3). This stemmed from the differences in spectral reflectance which at LO_100 was higher in
the red spectrum (RED) and lower in the near-infrared spectrum (IRED) than at FLO (Figure 3b).
The beech leaves collected when these two phenological phases started differed in their color, size,
and structure (Figure 4).

Table 3. NDVILAB of the samples collected on the particular DOY and the satellite-based NDVIMOD

derived tor the same DOY: mean ± standard deviation, and the number of samples and values
respectively, in the brackets.

Time of Sampling–DOY 97 110 127 159

Date 7.4 20.4 7.5 8.6

Canopy beech leaves - - 0.71 ± 0.023 (10) 0.79 ± 0.015 (8)
Under-growing beech

leaves - - 0.66 ± 0.011 (15) -

Fallen leaves 0.34 ± 0.067 (8) - -
Bark of branches - - - 0.63 ± 0.028 (5)

Bark of stems - - - 0.46 ± 0.042 (14)
Coral-root - 0.71 ± 0.012 (4) - -

Dogs mercury - 0.70 ± 0.003 (3) - -
NDVIMOD 0.48 ± 0.062 (7) 0.58 ± 0.017 (10) 0.87 ± 0.010 (10) 0.91 ± 0.008 (5)
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Based on data from the laboratory spectral analyses and in situ observations, it was concluded
that the low values of NDVIMOD from the time with no green vegetation in the beech-dominated stands
was caused together by presence of fallen leaves and the above-ground parts of the trees. This state
lasted until DOY 93, when the NDVIMOD was 0.45 on average.

The slight increase of the NDVIMOD after DOY 98 caused flushing of the spring
heliophytes—coral-root and dog’s mercury. NDVILAB of them reached 0.71 and 0.70 for coral-root and
dog’s mercury, respectively, and they covered from 5% (stands U1, U2, U4, U5) to 14% (stand U3) of
the forest floor (Table S1). Subsequently, following the spring heliophytes, the under-growing beeches
started their phenological phases. The NDVIMOD was around 0.58 (Table 3) when the canopy green
leaves finished only the bud bursting (BB_100). The beech trees from the understory ended the leaf
onset around DOY 110, when the cover of the ground vegetation in study stands was from 7 to 20%
(Table S1). The most rapid increase of NDVIMOD was recorded from 0.58 (DOY 110) to 0.87 (DOY 124)
from the end of canopy beech bud bursting to the end of leaf onset (from BB_100 to LO_100). After
LO_100, both the NDVIMOD and NDVILAB showed the continuing development of the canopy beech
leaves. This development was also captured by the hemispherical photography, when the LAI values
increased after LO_100 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Seasonal changes in the NDVIMOD and LAI averaged over the test stands of U1–U5 in
2011. The year was divided into sections according to the phenological phases of canopy beech trees.
NDVI_MOD, normalized difference vegetation index from MODIS data, LAI, leaf area index. DOY,
day of year. BB_100, end of bud bursting. LO_100, end of leaf onset. LC_10, beginning of leaf coloring.
LC_50, general leaf coloring. LC_100, end of leaf coloring.

The maximum values of NDVIMOD equal to 0.93 were achieved on DOY 146. At this time,
the period of spring phenological phases of the canopy beech trees finished. The foliage was fully
developed and this was the time of the final leaf onset. The maximum LAI values of the growing
season were observed on DOY 170, but could appear earlier between the measurements on DOY
133 and 170. After reaching the final leaf onset, NDVIMOD started to slowly decrease. This gradual
decrease from the average NDVIMOD of 0.93 to 0.86 lasted until DOY260.

The beginning of leaf coloring (LC_10) was observed on DOY 270. From this time, the NDVIMOD

started to decrease faster, and this reduction was also recorded by the hemispherical images (Figure 5).
After the leaf fall started on average on DOY 290, the decreasing LAI captured this loss of leaves in the
canopy. The NDVIMOD continued decreasing and when the general leaf coloring (LC_50) was reached
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around DOY 290, the average NDVIMOD value was 0.76. Over the next two weeks, the NDVIMOD

dropped to 0.54. The last NDVIMOD value recorded on DOY 319 was 0.52. At that time, all leaves
were discolored and the NDVIMOD represented the reflectance of the forest components without green
leaves and vegetation–litter, above-ground parts of trees, and brown leaves lasting on branches.

3.2. Assigning the Phenological Metrics to the In Situ Observed Phenological Phases

The phenological metrics were assigned to the in situ observed phenological phases according to
the closest onset day and the differences were tested. In the first step of validation, the phenological data
from the twelve study stands and the single years were compared against the corresponding data from
phenological metrics. If the validations could not be realized due to the missing phenological phases
that were not observed in the phenological network of the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, we
validated only the phenological data from the detailed phenological observations from stands U1–U5.

3.2.1. Spring Phenological Phases

• In situ observed phenological phases such as bud swelling and bud bursting were not possible to
observe in the satellite data because the increasing NDVIMOD at the time of their occurrence was
caused by other forest components, and not by the canopy beech leaves. Therefore, phenological
metric S1 was not paired with any in situ observed phenological phases.

• Phenological metric S2 was assigned to the beginning of leaf onset (LO_10). The paired sample
t-test revealed non-significant differences between S2 and LO_10 (t = 0.03 < T0.01(90) = 1.96).
The correlation coefficient indicated very strong correlation between LO_10 and S2 (Figure 6).
The average NDVIMOD of the S2 was 0.67.
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Figure 6. Correlation between the in situ observed spring phenological phases and assigned spring
phenological metrics: S2 and beginning of leaf onset LO_10 (a), S3 and general leaf onset LO_50 (b),
S3 and end of leaf onset LO_100 (c). The high values of the correlation coefficient indicated very strong
correlation between the phenological phases and phenological metrics. DOY, day of year.

• Phenological metric S3 was assigned to the phenological phase LO_50, and although the r = 0.84
(Figure 6) suggested a very strong correlation between S3 and LO_50, the t-test revealed significant
differences with a RMSE of 6.24. The phenological metric S3 was overestimated. The phenological
data from the SHMI, which were the base data for the validation, did not contain information
on the phenological phase LO_100, which, according to our detailed phenological monitoring,
occurred on average four days after LO_50. No significant differences were revealed between S3
and LO_100 (t = 0.10 < T0.01(9) = 3.25) in our U1–U5 stands, although the correlation coefficient was
smaller than the one between S3 and LO_50 (Figure 6). A control test by adding four days (average
difference between LO_50 and LO_100) to the days of LO_50 from the SHMI observations was
performed. The differences between the estimated LO_100 and S3 were non-significant (t = 0.54 <
T0.01(90) = 1.96) with the RMSE of 4.57. The average NDVIMOD of S3 was 0.81.
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3.2.2. Autumn Phenological Phases

• Phenological metric A1 occurred between the two autumn phenological phases: beginning of
leaf coloring (LC_10) and general leaf coloring (LC_50), on average eight days after LC_10. Thus,
we paired A1 with LC_10 and LC_50 from all twelve study stands and single years, but the
differences in both cases were significant. Then, using data from detailed phenological monitoring
on the U1–U5 stands, the pairs of A1 with LC_20, LC_30, and LC_40 were tested, but the
differences in all of the tested pairs were significant.

• The paired test of the onset days of A2 and LC_50 revealed an average time lag of 13 days for the
A2 phenological metric. Based on that, the pairs of A2 with LC_60, LC_70, LC_80, LC_90, and
LC_100 recorded in the U1–U5 stands were tested. Only the paired t-test with LC_80 revealed
non-significant differences (t = 1.51 < T0.01(9) = 3.25) between the in situ LC_80 and satellite
data-based A2.

• A3 occurred after the end of leaf coloring (LC_100) when only the understory vegetation was
green, but the beech trees had no green leaves. Therefore, this phenological metric was not paired
with any autumn in situ observed phenological phase.

• The correlation between the onset days of the autumn phenological phases and phenological
metrics was weak, with the correlation coefficient not exceeding 0.30 (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Correlation between the in situ observed autumn phenological phases and assigned autumn
phenological metrics: A1 and beginning of leaf coloring LC_10 (a), A2 and general leaf coloring LC_50
(b), A2 and 80% leaf coloring LC_80 (c). The correlation was weak in all cases. DOY, day of year.

3.3. Phenological Metrics along the Altitudinal Gradient

Phenological metrics validated in the previous sections were used in the large-scale analyses
of the effect of altitude on the onset days of phenological phases. We evaluated the phenological
metrics S2, S3, A2, and GSL corresponding to the phenological phases beginning of leaf onset, end of
leaf onset, 80% leaf coloring, and the growing season length, respectively. The representative onset
dates of a particular phenological phase expressed by the phenological metrics were calculated for
each beech-dominated pixel from the beech mask and averaged over a temporal series of 13 years
(2000–2012). In all cases, the large-scale regression analyses revealed non-linear dependences of the
phenological metrics on altitude. The second order polynomial function was used to fit the datasets
(Figure 8a–d). The altitudinal gradients derived from regression functions are shown in Table 4.
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altitudes (200–300 m a.s.l.), the beginning of leaf onset occurred earliest on DOY 108 and delayed 
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Figure 8. Satellite-based phenological metrics S2 (a), S3 (b), A2 (c), and growing season length,
GSL (d) as a function of altitude at a stand-level and large-scale level. The individual phenological
metrics of 12 study stands are indicated by red triangles and the altitudinal trend is the linear red line.
The phenological metrics derived from all beech-dominated stands (60% of beech and higher) in the
area of Slovakia are indicated by black crosses and the altitude trend is the polynomial blue line. DOY,
day of year.

Table 4. The altitudinal gradient of the phenological metrics S2, S3, A2, and GSL calculated from
regression functions for each 100 m of the vertical distribution range of beech-dominated pixels (from
156 to 1331 m a.s.l.). Values in the table were rounded to the whole day.

Altitude
Altitudinal Gradient of Large-Scale Phenology Difference on Altitudinal Gradient

S2 S3 A2 GSL S2 1 S3 1 A2 2 GSL 3

156 109 118 296 186 0 - −3 −2
200 108 118 296 187 0 0 −2 −1
300 108 119 298 188 - 1 −1 -
400 109 120 299 187 0 2 0 0
500 110 122 299 186 1 3 - −2
600 111 124 298 183 3 5 0 −4
700 113 126 297 179 5 8 −1 −8
800 116 129 296 174 8 10 −3 −13
900 120 132 293 168 11 13 −5 −20

1000 124 135 291 161 15 17 −8 −27
1100 128 139 287 152 20 21 −12 −36
1200 133 143 283 142 25 25 −16 −45
1300 139 148 279 131 31 30 −20 −57
1331 141 150 277 127 33 31 −22 −60

1 Differences from the earliest onset of S2 and S3, respectively, 2 Differences from the latest onset of A2, 3 Differences
from the longest growing season.

The average beginning of leaf onset expressed by the S2 metric increased with altitude. At low
altitudes (200–300 m a.s.l.), the beginning of leaf onset occurred earliest on DOY 108 and delayed with
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the increasing altitude up to DOY 141 (Figure 8a). Strong dependence was revealed between S2 and
altitude, since 68% of the total variation in the onset days of S2 was caused by their dependence on
the altitude. The difference between the earliest and the latest S2 days estimated from the regression
function was 33 days.

The polynomial function, which characterized the altitudinal gradient of average end of leaf onset
expressed by the S3 (Figure 8b), had a very similar course to the one for S2 with a 31-day difference
between the earliest onset at lowest altitudes (DOY 118) and the latest onset of S3 at the highest
altitudes (DOY 150). Dependence of S3 on the altitude was strong, as 72% of the total variation in the
onset days of S3 could be explained by the applied second order polynomial function.

The altitudinal gradient of the average onset days of 80% leaf coloring, expressed by the
phenological metric A2, differed from those of the spring phenological phases. The latest onset
of A2 was generally revealed in the altitudinal range of 400–600 m a.s.l. Only a weak relationship was
found between A2 and altitude as the polynomial function could explain only 6% of the A2 variation.
According to our datasets, the variability in the onset of this autumn phenological phase was greater in
the comparison with leaf onset. In particular, in the altitudinal range 300–700 m a.s.l., an unexpected
very early onset of A2 from DOY 270 in more pixels was recorded (Figure 8c).

The length of the growing season was quite varying from 127 days at the highest altitudes
to 188 days at the lowest altitudes. Using the second order polynomial function, 27% of the total
variation in the growing season length of beech pixels by its dependence on altitude could be explained.
Used regression function indicated that the differences in growing season length in the altitudinal
range from 156 to 500 m a.s.l. varied within two days and was shortened with increasing altitude.

When considering only the phenological metrics from our 12 study stands, the regression analyses
revealed that a linear function fit the data better. The changes at a stand scale estimated by the linear
regression along the altitudinal gradient were smaller than those revealed at a large-scale. The S2 of
stands delayed by two days at 100 m−1 and S3 delayed by 2.8 days at 100 m−1. The onset of S3 along
the altitudinal gradient changed a little bit more gradually than that of S2. The onset of A2 derived
from the regression model advanced only 0.8 days at 100 m−1 and GSL was shortened by about 2.5
days at 100 m−1.

The average GSL of the 12 study stands was considered from the climatic aspect using the normal
temperatures and precipitation. The longest growing season (188–193 days) with the early onset of
LO_10 (S2) and the latest LC_80 (A2) was at the lowest altitudes <500 m a.s.l. (Table S2). The stands
situated from 500 to 700 m a.s.l. had the GSL between 181–185 days. The shortest growing seasons
(170–174 days) with the latest LO_10 (S2) were found in the stands located at the highest altitudes
>1000 m a.s.l. (Table S2). The normal temperature of stands increased linearly with altitude by 0.61
◦C for every 100 m increase in altitude. The R2 = 0.97 indicated a very strong correlation between
altitude and normal temperature (Figure S1). The absolute difference of normal temperature between
the beech stands at the lowest and the highest altitude was 4.9 ◦C. The length of the growing season
extended along the temperature gradient by 4.5 days for every 1 ◦C of normal temperature increase
and a very strong relationship between these two variables was found (Figure 9a). The rate of change
in the normal precipitation with increasing altitude was 28 mm with 100 m of the lift. Study stands are
situated in moderate moist to moist climatic areas and the absolute difference in precipitation between
the beech stands at the lowest and the highest altitude was only 188 mm. The relationship between
altitude and precipitation was strong with R2 = 0.77 (Figure S1). GSL shortened by −6.9 days with
every 100 mm of precipitation increase. The relationship between GSL and normal of precipitation
expressed by R2 was 0.55 (Figure 9b).
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4. Discussion

The results presented in this study were based on the daily MODIS products called MOD09 and
MYD09, which had good capability of detecting gradual changes in green leaves at the time of leaf
onset and to date it accurately. Derived single-pixel NDVIMOD values represented the reflectance of all
forest components. The effect of different forest components on the satellite data-based vegetation
indices had already been outlined in previous studies. Reed et al. [16] pointed out that the reflectance
at every pixel was the conglomeration of a variety of vegetation and background features, which may
obscure observations of initial bud burst. During spring, the understory generally starts earlier than
the main tree species. Testa et al. [17] found out that when the understory in beech stands reached
the 90% level of leaf onset, the main species had only reached its 10% level. These tendencies were
also revealed in our beech study stands and raised questions about what is hidden behind the NDVI
value of the beech forests, especially at the time before the canopy closing. The laboratory spectral
analyses revealed that not only did the leaves of the understory and canopy participate in the pixel
reflectance, but other parts of trees also reflected the red and near-infrared radiation important for the
NDVI calculation. The chlorophyll content in the bark of beech stems and branches [47] absorbed a
considerable amount of radiation in the red spectra. This resulted in NDVILAB values similar to that of
the fallen leaves (Figure 3). The presence of fallen leaves, stems, and branches in the beech pixels kept
the NDVIMOD on a relatively stable level (around 0.42) when there was no snow cover on the forest
floor. NDVIMOD started to increase from that level after the incidence of the first spring heliophytes
and the undergrowth flushing, but the canopy beech trees were only in the phenological phase of
10% bud bursting, and therefore had no green leaves. The reflectance signal of bud burst was not
sufficient to alter the reflectance signal from a larger mixed pixel, while field observers may be able
to note bud swelling and bursting [13,14]. With regard to previous studies [8,17,48–50], it is probable
that the incidence of spring heliophytes and the undergrowth strategy of phenological escape is a
common occurrence in forests. Therefore, the first phenological metric occurring simultaneously with
the beginning of the bud bursting of the canopy (BB_10), usually situated at the beginning of NDVI
increase on the sigmoid function (in this study phenological metric S1), characterized the leafing of the
understory and thus was not suitable to track phenological phases of the canopy trees. Liang et al. [14],
who assigned the first point on the NDVI sigmoid function (S1) to the end of bud bursting (BB_100) of
the canopy trees, revealed an underestimation of S1 of more than two weeks. In most cases, this point
on the NDVI profile could be interpreted as a start of the vegetation period in forests in general [12],
but not as a tree specific phenological phase. Different results may be obtained when the enhanced
vegetation index (EVI) is used to track the phenological phases because of its insensitivity to the forest
background. Significant agreement was found between the first point on the EVI piecewise sigmoid
function and BB_10 [14]. According to these results, we concluded that the pairing of phenological
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metrics from EVI and NDVI fitted with the in situ observed phenological phases needed two different
approaches. However, MODIS spectral bands needed for EVI calculations were available from the
spatial resolution 500 m, we preferred to analyze NDVI time series calculated from the bands available
from the resolution 250 m.

The variables derived from the in situ observations provided information that could be used for
the interpretation of the variables derived from the satellite data. The leaf area index is one of the main
variables affecting the vegetation reflectance and is also an indicator of changing phenological phases.
The LAI measurements were used to analyze the phenological changes, especially after the leaf onset
and during the autumn leaf coloring and leaf fall. The analyses of NDVIMOD seasonal profiles revealed
a continuous increase after the in situ observed end of leaf onset (DOY124), similar to the findings
with EVI [13]. Our findings were supported by the measurements of the LAI and NDVILAB of the
beech leaf samples. NDVILAB increased from 0.71 on DOY 127 to 0.79 on DOY 159. This increase was
caused by the increased reflectance in the near-infrared spectrum and decreased reflectance in the red
spectrum related to the increasing chlorophyll content between LO_100 and final leaf onset (FLO) [51].
In FLO, the leaves achieved their final shape, size, and structure, which were also recognized by the
LAI measurements based on hemispherical photography. At that time, the foliage was fully developed.
FLO is visually hardly observable because of the minimal structural changes of canopy leaves that
are barely visible to the human eye, but is recordable by optical and spectral measurement based
indices. Subsequently, after reaching the maximum leaf area, the LAI and NDVIMOD started to slightly
decrease. Similar results have been revealed in beech and oak stands in France, where the NDVI,
measured by an in situ downward looking spectroradiometer, recorded a slight monotonic decrease
during the spring period [52,53]. In the summer months, there is no biosynthesis of the chlorophyll in
beech leaves, thus the photo-degraded chlorophyll is not replaced by the new [54]. This phenomenon
of NDVI decrease measured at the leaf-level was marked as “summer greendown”, to which NDVI is
sensitive [51]. The reduction of LAI during the summer period can be explained by a drop of turgor in
the leaf cells due to the lack of moisture. In autumn, the indices reacted to the different phenological
phases. While the decreasing LAI was caused by the ongoing leaf fall, the NDVI reflected the changes
in leaf color and structure.

The next step in the validation process was to assign the satellite data-based phenological
metrics to the ground observed phenological phases. The key problem in pairing these two data
sources presented by previous authors was the insufficient frequency of the ground phenological
observations, resulting in greater differences between the paired values [9]. In this study, very detailed
phenological monitoring was performed to exclude this deficiency, and significant matches were found.
According to our results, the first spring vegetative phenological phase that could be reliably deduced
from the NDVIMOD phenology metrics used in this study was the LO_10 of canopy beech trees,
which corresponded to S2 (inflection point) with a bias of 0 days and an average NDVIMOD of 0.67.
The phenological phase LO_10 was observed, on average, three days after full bud bursting, which
is usually paired with the inflection point of the NDVI sigmoid function (S2) [48,55]. Nevertheless,
Fisher and Mustard [9] also revealed that the inflection point of the sigmoid function occurred between
the observed BB_50 and LO_50, closer to LO_50. In this study, the next spring phenological phase
LO_100 was linked to S3, with an average NDVIMOD equal to 0.81. The NDVIMOD values of S2 and
S3 corresponded to those measured in the field spectral experiment published by Nagai et al. [50],
who concluded that NDVI of 0.6 indicated the start of leaf expansion, a NDVI of 0.7 indicated that
about 50% of the canopy leaves had expanded, and a NDVI of 0.8 meant that all of the canopy leaves
had expanded.

Determination of the autumn phenological phases from the metrics used in this study was more
complicated when compared to the spring phenological phases. The main reason for this is the
development of the European beech phenological phases, especially the order of beech leaves coloring.
The phenological phase of the autumn senescence of beech leaves start from the upper and edge
parts of the canopy [56]. These leaves are directly exposed to sunlight and photodegrade first. The
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satellite data scan forests from above and thus are able to record these first changes of leaf senescence,
while the in situ observers, looking from the ground concurrently, do not recognize any progress.
Hence, there is a question of which beginning of leaf coloring is more reliable as they do not appear to
be comparable. In this study, A1 was paired with different stages of observed leaf coloring and no
matches were found, although this phenological metric appeared between the observed LC_10 and
LC_50. For further validation of the first autumn phenological metric, we proposed the use of cameras
placed above the canopy [57] or drones [58], which could identify the phenological phases from the
same direction as the satellites. The next phenological metric, A2, which is commonly used in other
studies to identify leaf senescence, was the inflection point of the sigmoid function. Some other authors
have marked this point as the beginning of yellowing [58] or paired it with the leaf fall phase [15,50,59].
This phenological metric (A2) appeared after LC_50 was observed in all of the study stands. Using
the data from the detailed monitoring in U1–U5, it was compared to all phenological stages of leaf
coloring observed after LC_50. Significant agreement was found with LC_80. The last point on the
sigmoid function, A3, occurred after LC_100 and therefore was not interpreted in relation to the beech
phenological phases. In a coarser context, it could be interpreted as the beginning of dormancy in
these stands. Liu et al. [60] marked the last point as the full leaf coloring with differences of 0–12 days,
but also concluded that the MODIS VI data consistently estimated later dormancy onset relative to the
ground observed full leaf coloration. In this study, the leaf fall phenological phase was not evaluated
using NDVIMOD based phenological metrics because it is related to the position of leaves, and not
their reflectance.

Altitude is the most significant factor when considering the effect of topography on the onset
of phenological phases, and it is linked with the reduction of air temperature and increase of
precipitation [61]. Averaging the phenological metrics from 13 years into a single representative
value made it possible to investigate the altitude variations in seasonal remote sensing responses over
a large range of altitudes (from 156 to 1331 m a.s.l.). Regression analyses were utilized to discover
the dependence of the onset of European beech phenological phases on the altitude and climatic
conditions. The analyses were performed at two levels: at the stand scale and at a large-scale, which
demonstrated different results. While the stand scale regressions revealed linear relationships with
correlations (R2) of 0.92, 0.88, 0.26, and 0.88 for S2, S3, A2, and GSL, respectively, the large-scale
analyses found non-linear regressions between the phenology and altitude. In previous studies, linear
regression trends have been demonstrated in stand scale analyses, which were similar to our results.
The studies discovered a lag of 1.1 days 100 m−1 with R2 = 0.63 (10 stands, France) [43], and a lag of
1 day 100 m−1 with R2 = 0.51 (22 stands, France) [4] in the oceanic climate of Western Europe; a lag
of 2.6 days 100 m−1 with R2 = 0.73 in the south of Central Europe (47 stands, Slovenia) [42]; and a
lag of 1.7–3.9 days 100 m−1 with R2 = 0.22–0.81 to the west of Central Europe (97 stands divided into
six regions, Germany) [41]. In the above-mentioned studies, regression analyses of the onset of the
autumn coloring of European beech revealed only a weak dependence on altitude with a R2 less than
0.20 [41,42].

Missing the ground observed data in the highest altitude could lead into the linear dependence
of the spring phenological phases on altitude. The study stands observed in situ are located in the
ecological optimum or suboptimum of the distributional range of European beech, where the effect
of the temperature could be dominant. In the highest altitudes, where the ecological pessimum for
growing occurs, the phenology onset reflects the interaction of extreme ecological conditions such
as lower temperature; longer snow cover; stronger winds, etc. The trees in such conditions react by
the much later onset of leafing, bringing the non-linearity in the shape of regression. When a large
amount of data along the whole altitudinal gradient is available, the regression curve may acquire a
variety of shapes. Hwang et al. [61] applied a non-linear model fitting procedure to derive the local
patterns of topography-mediated vegetation phenology from MODIS vegetation indices. Except for
midday of the green-up period, all variables showed quadratic associations with altitude, reflecting an
interaction between the topoclimatic patterns of temperature and water availability. Gyon et al. [4]
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used linear regression for the leaf onset days along the altitudinal gradient, but the results revealed
that for low altitudes (<500 m a.s.l.), the delay of leaf onset was less than the expected one: 1.5 days
100 m−1 compared to 2.3 days 100 m−1 when applied to the whole altitudinal range. The second order
polynomial function best fitted our phenological data in relation to altitude. When comparing the
spring and autumn phases, the onset days of the S2 and S3 metrics were less variable, with the data
concentrated around the approximated value.

The onset of LC_80 had already started in some beech forests at the end of the summer. This early
onset may result from a variety of causes. One source of discrepancies could be the lack of NDVIMOD

data, hence, the distorted fitting procedure. This may appear during the autumn months, when the
incidence of fog and low clouds is more probable in the mountainous landscape. The next cause
of a decline in NDVIMOD could be due to some kind of leaf damage. During the growing season,
beech trees and leaves are threatened by several biotic (insects) and abiotic (hot temperatures, drought
stress, incidence of spring and summer frost, etc.) factors, and trees could also be harvested in the
managed forests. Regardless of these anomalies, the onsets of the autumn phenological phases were
very variable and only partially depended on the altitude.

The capability of detecting altitude-mediated phenology offers the potential to detect vegetation
responses to local-climate conditions. In this study, we used the normal values of temperature and
precipitation from the last 30 years to assess the altitude-conditioned differences in growing season
length at the study stand scale. The rate of temperature change along the altitudinal gradient (0.61 ◦C
100 m−1) corresponded with the generally valid moist adiabatic lapse rate. The temperature conditions
with a sufficient amount of precipitation ensured the longest growing season (188–193 days) at the
lowest altitudes (<500 m a.s.l.). This is related to both the early beginning of leaf onset LO_10 and
the late onset of 80% leaf coloring (LC_80). However, the temperature and precipitation conditions
seemed to be the most suitable for European beech growth; the beech trees at these altitudes could
be most endangered by the late frost damage [62,63]. Fresh new leaves are especially vulnerable.
The average length of the growing season in the stands situated from 500 to 700 m a.s.l. varied between
181–185 days. Here, the normal precipitation differed only slightly between the study stands, while
the temperature decrease resulted in shorter growing seasons with both later onset of LO_10 and
the earlier onset of LC_80 in comparison to stands at the lowest altitudes. The shortest growing
seasons (170–174 days) were found in the stands located at the highest altitudes (>1000 m a.s.l.).
The lowest temperature in the moist environment lead to the late onset of LO_10, but the end of
the growing season in these climate conditions appeared on similar days as at the lower altitudes.
From the point of beech production, this is an important finding since canopy duration affects the
carbon assimilation rates and the energy budget of forest ecosystems from the stand-level to the global
scale [64]. It has been proven that the length of the growing season correlates with tree height and
diameter growth while this effect is associated with the timing of growth cessation rather than with
leaf onset [65]. It follows that beech stands at higher altitudes are similarly productive as those situated
lower, while the probability of late frost damage is much smaller. When the sensitivity of leaf onset
days to temperature from our study were compared with the data from Western Europe, there was
a much lower sensitivity of European beech to temperature decrease (−2.1 days ◦C−1) in Western
Europe [43]. The differences in the sensitivity of leaf onset days to temperature between the data
from Western (France) and Central Europe (Slovakia) may result from the genetically conditioned
internal periodicity of different populations of European beech. Furthermore, the data from the west
of Central Europe (Germany) showed differences in the sensitivity of the beech growing season length
on altitude-conditioned climatic factors and population locations [41]. The onset of phenological
phases and growing season length could vary around the presented averaged data with regard to
other climatic or topographic factors, which were not considered in this study.
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5. Conclusions

The remote sensing-based approaches for monitoring phenology have been the focus of research
over the past decades. The validation of the phenological metrics against the in situ observation data
is still crucial. Here, the data retrieved from the in situ phenological observations, detailed monitoring
of the forest stands, laboratory spectral analyses, and LAI measurements were used to detect what
the satellite data represent. Next, we described and tested a method to detect the timing of spring
and autumn phenological phases for beech-dominated stands. Our results show that phenological
metrics applied here correspond closely to phenological observations collected on the ground in 12
beech-dominated stands. Significant compliance was found especially in the spring period. The onset
of autumn phenological phases needs to be further explored due to the observation discrepancy
between downward looking satellites and upward looking observers. In the future, the utilization of
phenological cameras or drones could fill the gaps in the data validation.

The phenological metrics we described in this paper have the potential to improve the knowledge
of phenological responses to a variety of factors. The large-scale altitudinal study presented here
showed the advantage of validated satellite data-based phenological metrics. However, the moderate
spatial resolution data source MODIS was used, so the results suggest that it should be possible to
generate multi-year observations of phenological phases at 250 m spatial resolution over large areas.
The large-scale analysis can provide new opportunities to study tree-species phenology in the context
of climate change.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4907/10/1/60/s1,
Figure S1: The relationship between altitude and normal temperature and precipitation on the study stands, Table
S1: Average cover of ground vegetation in stands U1–U5, Table S2: Average transition days of the phenological
metrics S2 and A2, and the growing season length, with the temperature and precipitation normal.
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